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MORS ORAL HISTORY
Interview with Mr. Terrance J. McKearney; Mr. Bill
Dunn, FS, Dr. Bob Sheldon, FS, interviewers.
Bob Sheldon: We’re here at the Air Force Academy for a
MORS oral history interview with Terry McKearney. Today
is June 11, 2012. First, let’s get your parents’ names.
Terry McKearney: My parents were Frank and Dorothy
McKearney.
Bob Sheldon: Tell us about your parents and how they
influenced you.
Terry McKearney: Both my parents were pretty middle
class. My dad did many jobs. He was a school custodian
when I was growing up, and he sold some insurance and
did those sorts of things, and that was kind of typical in
those days. My parents were both older. They met and mar-
ried in the early 1940s. I was born in Watertown, New
York, and the military connection is he was in the cavalry
at Camp Drum, back when the cavalry rode horses. My
mother was a hairdresser. Now we call them a beautician
or a cosmetologist or something like that. She was a
hairdresser.
Bill Dunn: Your father was in the Army?
Terry McKearney: He served in the Army Air Corps dur-
ing World War II.
Bob Sheldon: What did he do in the Army Air Corps?
Terry McKearney: He was a bomb technician, Explosive
Ordnance Disposal. I don’t think it was known as that, but
he did ordnance testing and disposal, that sort of thing,
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during the war. They moved to Phoenix when I was in first grade, so I call Phoenix home.
Bill Dunn: Where did you go to school in Phoenix?
Terry McKearney: Catholic schools all the way through. I went to the Jesuit high school in
Phoenix called Brophy Prep. I wanted to do that because a Jesuit education was supposed to be
the best, and we were a very Catholic family and Catholic school was what we did, even though it
was quite a sacrifice. Our family was not all that well off, but we made it work, so I went to Jesuit
prep school.
Bob Sheldon: Did you take a lot of math and sciences courses?
Terry McKearney: We did. One thing that strikes me now is, we did calculus as an honors course
senior year, and we did the traditional algebra the first year. Not as many alternatives then and in
a more rigid program. I wasn’t a great student but I was in what they called the honors track, so
that meant I could take calculus as a senior, but I also took Latin and ancient Greek. Jesuit school-
ing, in those days, was oriented around that classical education, which I thought was very useful.
No advanced placement studies in those days except for English, which I took as a senior. Now
you’re actually doing algebra, of course, by the time you’re in the seventh or eighth grade.
Actually, my wife is an elementary school principal and tells me they’re doing algebra in fourth
grade, where they’re introducing those concepts to kids. But education was much different then.
Bob Sheldon: Where did you go to college?
Terry McKearney: I went to the Naval Academy.
Bill Dunn: Why did you choose the Naval Academy?
Terry McKearney: I was always interested in naval stories, naval history, and it just occurred to
me that I wanted to be in the Navy, that I wanted to be a naval officer, and the way you do that is
go to Annapolis. Now, it didn’t hurt that Annapolis was free. As I say, my family was not of great
means, and I’m sure I’ve got cousins somewhere who also went to college, but we didn’t have a
big tradition of college in our family. There weren’t many McKearneys in the United States at that
time, because my grandfather had immigrated, so we didn’t have a big tradition of that.
If I was going to go to college, “You’re on your own, kid,” so the Naval Academy certainly fit
all of those requirements. It was free college, but more importantly, I wanted to be a naval officer,
and I thought Annapolis was the way to do it, and I still think it is.
Bob Sheldon: Did you go straight to Annapolis or to a prep school first?
Terry McKearney: I went straight to Annapolis.
Bob Sheldon: You must have tested pretty well in high school to get into the Naval Academy.
Terry McKearney: Yes, I think also it might have been easier, but I did okay.
Bill Dunn: Who was the Arizona congressman that sponsored you?
Terry McKearney: I was not sponsored by an Arizona congressman. I went under a vice presi-
dential nomination. Nominations for the service academies come from your senator or congress-
man, but you can also apply to the vice president and I applied to Vice President Hubert
Humphrey. I wrote him a letter and submitted the scores. In those days, you had to take another
test besides the Scholastic Aptitude Test. I took those and ultimately I went in under his
nomination.
Bob Sheldon: What year did you start at the Naval Academy?
Terry McKearney: 1969. I was in the class of 1973.
Bob Sheldon: Humphrey was Vice President until 1968, so he got your nomination in before the
administration changed?
Terry McKearney: I was probably the last guy he put in the Naval Academy.
Bob Sheldon: Did you go into any athletics while you were in the Naval Academy?
Terry McKearney: I was never a big athlete in high school, so when I got there I struggled in ath-
letics. But after a couple of years I was okay at running. When I was a midshipman, they decided
they needed a midshipman to assist the physical education (PE) department in running the sub-
squad, what you’d call PE teaching assistants. I volunteered for that and I did that for a couple of
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years. That was really my sport, because what I would do is work with the kids who had flunked
their PE tests and help them until they passed, and then I graded them.
That was the biggest athletic thing I did. I really didn’t do any organized sport beyond that. I
was very involved in the theater group, involved in the power squadron, and involved in the
academy radio station. I enjoyed that very much.
Bill Dunn: Did you have a major?
Terry McKearney: I did, and this is going to kill everybody. I was an English major. My first job
in the Navy was teaching plebe English. After I graduated and was commissioned, they needed
me to stay back there. They lost a professor and they needed me to teach early American literature
as my first job in the Navy, until I went to the fleet.
Bob Sheldon: How did you end up in English?
Terry McKearney: I always liked that. I always liked the theater and I always liked literature,
and that was my interest. I know that’s not what we all want to hear. We want these math guys
and science guys. But the one thing I will say about an Academy education, and I think it’s more
important now than ever, that Academy education was broad. And following on from Jesuit tradi-
tion, the whole person concept, I think that well-roundedness was absolutely what a naval officer
needs and what everybody needs.
I certainly found that the preparation I got at the Naval Academy, in terms of math, science,
and particularly engineering was sound. It sustained me through my naval career. In fact, I went
into engineering and the first commanding officer (CO) I had was amazed at me, as an engineering
officer, because he said, “Wow, English major, and you can do this engineering stuff.” It was the
reign of terror in engineering, by the way, when I was commissioned in the early 1970s. The Navy
was going through a tremendous series of problems with engineering onboard ships, because of
the ships being run to death during Vietnam.
When you went into engineering in those days, which I did after I graduated, it didn’t matter if
you were an English major or what. You were going into the engineering world and you needed
that background. I was really well-served by my Academy education, regardless of what the major
was.
Bob Sheldon: What was your first fleet assignment after graduation?
Terry McKearney: I was a surface warfare officer, and my first fleet assignment was the USS
Edson (DD-946), which was a Forrest Sherman-class all-gun destroyer, built in 1958. By the time I
got to her in the early 1970s, she was showing her age, largely because of Vietnam, and the wear
and tear on those ships was tremendous. So that was my first tour.
Bob Sheldon: You said you taught English at the Naval Academy?
Terry McKearney: I taught that for about half a year.
Bob Sheldon: You went into the fleet in January?
Terry McKearney: Yes. That’s about right. I got to the fleet in December 1973 or January 1974.
Bob Sheldon: While you were at the Academy, did you go on any experience tours on ships?
Terry McKearney: We did two cruises when I was a midshipman. You did what was called a
youngster cruise, which was after your first year, when you were a fresh youngster or a third class.
As soon as you finished that first year you went to sea, and you went to sea in an enlisted billet, or
as an enlisted person. That was your first cruise. You did that for about two months. This was in
1970, and the ship I was on went to Da Nang, Vietnam. We were pulling Marine combat engineers
out. I don’t think that really makes me a Vietnam veteran, as such, although that came later.
I love ships. I went in with the idea that I would probably do ships, and I enjoyed ships from
that first cruise. The second cruise that you do, again, in those days, right before you became a sen-
ior, was as a junior officer. That was even more fun.
I emphasized some professional things in my studies. For example, when I had an elective as a
senior, I did an independent study that looked at manning on bridge watches. I was in the power
squadron with a yard patrol craft, and I was actually the midshipman CO of one of the yard patrol
craft, so I enjoyed the being-at-sea stuff.
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Bob Sheldon: After your first tour of duty, what was your second ship? Did you go straight to
another ship?
Terry McKearney: I did, and what I did is different from what they do now. I immediately went
to department head school after my first tour. I went straight from my division officer tour to my
department head tour. And after my department head training I went to a guided missile de-
stroyer, which was decommissioned soon after I arrived. I went to another guided missile de-
stroyer and I spent about 20 months on that ship, and then I spent another 18 months on a landing
ship, dock (LSD), an amphibious ship. The good thing about that is I really had some pretty good,
and varied, experience.
We were involved in the evacuation of Vietnam and Cambodia, so we got to do a lot of interest-
ing things. I think of that now because we just passed the 37th anniversary of the fall of Vietnam. I
was on a destroyer, watching them push those helicopters off the carrier flight decks, as they were
bringing the people out of the embassy. The good thing there was my first couple of years I had a
pretty interesting time afloat, so that helped cement my decision to stay in the Navy.
But unlike other people who usually take a break after their division officer tour, and then do
things like go to graduate school or go to a shore tour, I stayed and went right back to sea as a
department head. By the time I finished that, I was a junior lieutenant commander.
Bob Sheldon: Did you get experience working with Marines on the LSD?
Terry McKearney: I did, and I really liked that world. In fact, I stayed amphibious after that
because it’s a very interesting world. Destroyers were fun. They are very technology-oriented, par-
ticularly a missile ship—at that time a very state-of-the-art missile ship, Naval Tactical Data
System (NTDS)—equipped. I’m very glad I got to do that. But then we went to the amphibious
world. Every amphibious operation is different. Every one of them is cut from whole cloth, and
success is based on interpersonal relationships, collaboration, plus the ability of leaders at all levels
of the chain of command to work with counterparts from other services and organizations.
Personal relationships are important. Decisions are made at a very low level. You really have a
lot more authority, and I think you have more responsibility when you move into that amphibious
world, because everything is dangerous in amphibious world operations. I finished that tour as a
department head and I wanted to go to grad school. In fact, I was going to get out of the Navy if
they didn’t send me to grad school, so they sent me to Monterey.
Here’s where my operations research (OR) story gets interesting. They sent me to the Naval
Postgraduate School (NPS) to do OR. Now, I didn’t care how I got to grad school. When I got to
Monterey I found out two things. One, OR was mostly math. The second thing was I didn’t know
Monterey had an international relations or a strategic planning curriculum. The Navy was ambiv-
alent as to what curriculum I actually took, but they weren’t going to change my rotation date. I
had more time than I needed to complete the strategic planning curriculum. I got to know Wayne
Hughes, and he’s one of my heroes. He was a captain in the Navy at the time and was the senior
OR instructor. He and I made a deal and he said, “Well, you go take your strategic planning curric-
ulum, but take some OR courses as well.”
About a third of my curriculum was OR courses. Professor Hughes asked me to write a thesis
that was connected with his book. If you look in his tactics book, you’ll find Lieutenant
Commander McKearney is footnoted even though I wasn’t in the OR department. Professor
Hughes was my thesis advisor and he guided me though a terrific thesis experience. It involved
OR techniques as well as international relations. Wayne was very interested in the Battles of the
Solomons and what we learned in the Solomons. The interesting thing about the Solomons was it
was a conflict we did not intend to get into.
Terry, the strategic planner, the international relations guy, is looking at that history of the war.
I was very interested in that period because of what got us into World War II. One of the things
that occurred to me, again from the program’s perspective, the academic perspective, the interwar
treaties were the Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT) treaties of the day. I was studying in the
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1980s and was in the context of the Cold War. How do you do deterrence and how do you manage
weapons, and how do we do arms control?
Well, the interwar treaties looked at battleships and to some extent, aircraft carriers. Actually it
went through three iterations. How did they impact the war? After talking to Wayne, what I real-
ized is we fought a completely different war in the Solomons than we ever thought we would,
largely because of those treaties and the way they shaped the fleet. The war got off on a start that
left us totally unprepared. My thesis looked at those interwar treaties and then looked at the
Solomons battles. What I found was that we did very badly in those battles because we didn’t
expect that the capital ship of the day would be the cruiser, which was largely overlooked by the
interwar treaties.
What happened was the Japanese and the United States based their “battle line” on battleships.
If you read the doctrine at the time it does talk about battle lines, which were impacted by the trea-
ties. But cruisers were pretty much untouched in the early treaties. We wound up having to use
these ships because they were available. That’s how we had shaped the force, thanks to treaties,
and some economic issues, of course. But the lesson is that when you start doing arms control trea-
ties, what’s the impact on how you eventually fight?
In World War II, we wound up making the cruisers the capital ships that we didn’t expect they
would be. The Japanese fought very well with their cruisers. We fought very badly. Why? Well,
that’s where my thesis work became very OR-related. First of all, we looked at the wargames. Did
the wargames do a good or bad job of predicting how we would have fought with those ships? I
went back and I actually crawled through the records of the Navy archives in DC and in Newport,
Rhode Island, and dug out all the reports from the interwar treaty war games. There were fleet
exercises and there were wargames. I looked at those and said, “Could those have predicted how
badly we would have done in the Solomons?” I hypothesized that if we fought the battle our way
on the tables and in the fleet, of course we would win. If we fought it the way the Japanese did it,
we would lose. So the first lesson was, if you fight the other guy’s war, you’re probably going to
lose; and those skills that we developed weren’t appropriate to the way the Japanese brought the
battle to us in the Solomons.
I wound up taking each of the Battles of the Solomons, and I modeled them in FORTRAN.
What I found out was that if you looked at several distinct things—command and control (C2)
decisions, weapons decisions, and surveillance events—you could model the key characteristics of
the battle and understand what really happened during the course of each battle. What I deter-
mined is that the commander who controls the battle—and Nelson could have taught us this 200
years before—is generally the victor. In other words, seeing the enemy first and firing the first
salvo and executing the best command of his forces generally wins the battle. I think I actually did
prove this in my thesis, and at the same time broke down a lot of the Solomons battles from a data
perspective.
Bob Sheldon: The Wayne Hughes book you’re talking about, is that Fleet Tactics?
Terry McKearney: Yes. My thesis was grueling but rewarding. And I’m extremely proud—well,
humbly so—that Prof Hughes cited it in all three editions of his book.
Bob Sheldon: When you were crawling around in the archives, were those classified?
Terry McKearney: They were all declassified at this time, but there was some interesting stuff.
For example, how did Ernie King get to be the renowned figure we see him as in history? First of
all, in the late 1920s and early 1930s, Ernie King, who commanded the USS Lexington aircraft car-
rier, did a whole bunch of wargames. He was assigned the job of attacking Pearl Harbor. He
attacked it from the north on a Sunday in a wargame and they disqualified it, not taking him
seriously.
A couple of years later in the late 1930s, King as a rear admiral looked at the shipbuilding pro-
grams. In 1936, after the treaty collapsed, he realized we needed to get busy and start building
force structure. Ernie King was a rear admiral in what we would call today N81. And I’m holding
the paper that Ernie King signed, which is kind of cool, and he tracks out the building plans for
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the ships that shows we won’t be ready until late 1942 to fight the Japanese. Two lessons: one, the
OR lesson. Ernie King was pretty smart in OR—we may not have called it that at that time.
The second lesson was King’s experience. His ability to apply analysis and understand the na-
ture of the problems you’re facing and get the right people in place. When World War II started—
and Wayne talks a lot about this—we had to get rid of that generation of flag officers and even
some senior captains that were slow to change from peacetime to wartime attitudes. People like
Ernie King came to the forefront because they were just beneath the senior prewar leadership and
were really studying the problems the Navy would face in combat. They were the right guys to
move up; Nimitz was another one, of course.
Bob Sheldon: When did you publish your thesis?
Terry McKearney: In 1985. It was called The Solomons Naval Campaign: A Paradigm for Surface
Warships in Maritime Strategy. It was 200-some pages. But I got to crawl around in the data and
really take a look. One of the many lessons I learned from it—and it reflects back today to what
we’re doing with MORS—you’ve got to have different disciplines to support analysis.
I was doing international relations and arms control. What’s the role of data? Of data analysis?
You look at those factors that I uncovered—wargaming, weapons effectiveness, etc. For example,
we didn’t really realize that it was the Japanese torpedoes that were doing all the damage because
we didn’t think torpedoes had the range and capability. Do the numbers and you find out what
happened. How do you model each of those effects? Again, I used FORTRAN.
Bob Sheldon: You graduated from NPS in 1985. Where to next?
Terry McKearney: Next I went to my executive officer (XO) tour and I was assigned as the com-
missioning XO of a new LSD. My last tour before I’d gone to grad school had been on one of the
Navy’s oldest LSDs. It was a great tour because during that time we moved into the world of using
hovercraft, and my skills at doing wet-well operations and boat tactics had to be transferred to
using these new hovercraft. You’re no longer dealing with a boat that goes 8 to 10 knots; you’re
now dealing with something that can go almost 50 knots.
Bob Sheldon: What theater were you in?
Terry McKearney: The Pacific. I was always a Pacific guy, operationally. I did the XO tour on the
USS Germantown. It was an extended tour because in the Navy your tour on a pre-commissioned
ship doesn’t start until the ship is actually put in commission. I spent almost two years as the XO
before the ship was commissioned. During this time you’re shore-based, you’re putting people
through school, preparing the crew.
I was the fifth guy to report aboard the ship that ultimately had 350 people. And actually, I
stayed on until the ship had almost finished its first full deployment, so I had a great time with
that. After that I was sent to the staff of Amphibious Force Western Pacific (WESTPAC) as the
plans officer. That was when I’d just made commander.
Bob Sheldon: Where was that?
Terry McKearney: Okinawa, on the staff of the admiral commanding the amphibious forces of
the 7th Fleet. Great tour. I was the primary operations assistant for scheduling and the war plans. I
did the planning of the WESTPAC amphibs exercise schedule and the war planning as well. We
also had responsibility for war planning in the Middle East.
That was a good job, and, because my graduate school specialty was in strategic planning, I got
Q-coded for Far East affairs in strategic planning, because it was counted as an experience tour.
Bob Sheldon: I know you have P-codes and Q-codes. What’s a Q-code?
Terry McKearney: Q-code is the proven subspecialist. P-code is the graduate education level, and
then you get a Q-code if you do the experience tour.
Bob Sheldon: What came next?
Terry McKearney: Command of Assault Craft Unit (ACU) 1 in San Diego. The Navy has four
ACUs. The ACUs furnish the craft that are provided the amphibious forces. ACUs 1 and 2 are the
conventional hulled craft, so they’re the landing craft, utility (LCUs), the big amphibious boats,
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and I had the Pacific unit. That was an interesting tour because the other thing that you do is you
also are one of the Navy’s maritime prepositioning commanders.
When Desert Storm happened, I came over to Al Jubail and helped put the Navy’s preposition-
ing forces together that went back aboard the Maritime Prepositioning Force ships.
Bob Sheldon: Did you use OR for studying prepositioning?
Terry McKearney: Understanding OR helps a lot, and it helps throughout amphibious opera-
tions, because in amphibious operations you’re constantly making decisions. You could do linear
programming, queuing, or sequencing because the choices you have to make are: where do I
unload first, what do I unload, and in what order? You have to make those decisions right then.
You may not do it mathematically, but you need the intuitive capability to think through the next
step.
That became particularly important when we moved to the hovercraft, because with the hover-
craft you bring them into the ship so fast and load them so fast, that you really have to decide how
you’re going to load and sequence. If you make a mistake, you’re delaying your timeline. With the
boats, you have to flood the ship down, and your timeline is much more expanded, so you don’t
have to make those quick decisions, and you have no flexibility. The thing that the hovercraft gave
us is the same thing aircraft gave us—flexibility. When you’re in that control position as I was as
the executive officer, and then later on as the prepositioning naval element commander, you’ve
got to be able to think ahead a little bit and say, “This isn’t going well. What do I need to do
instead of this?”
That’s not OR in the academic sense, but it is decision making, and the ability to think; we’re
talking about sequencing, and we’re talking about queuing theory. You may not have the
“lambda” right there but you’re thinking about those kinds of things. How do I rotate my forces
around and manage them? In my civilian work, we’ve used some of those techniques when we
have done studies for amphibious craft alternatives.
Bill Dunn: Let’s back up to your previous assignment. What rank were you at the time?
Terry McKearney: I was a commander. The ACU was my “commander command.” After that I
got sent to the Amphibious Warfare School, and the billet was Director of Tactical Training. I was
not really sent there because of OR but my job there was to certify the deploying of amphibious
groups. We used a wargaming process to do that. We used a system called Enhanced Naval War
Gaming System (ENWGS), which is configured pretty much like the C2 facilities on an amphibi-
ous ship. You have the Navy and the Marine Corps staffs, the commodore and colonel there, and
we’d run through various training scenarios. One of the interesting scenarios we developed was
(this was in 1992) “What if things go bad in Somalia?”
I dressed up one of my guys to be Aidid, the lead warlord of Somalia, and we taped a video on
TV. “Okay Commodore and Colonel, here’s your battle problem,” and then you set the ENWGS
system so it does the modeling, and you run the scenario. About four months later, George Bush
decided we needed to go to Somalia.
So guess who got drafted to be the naval planner on the staff in Mogadishu when the Joint Task
Force (JTF) went in there? I spent my last Christmas in uniform in Mogadishu, getting shot at for
trying to feed people, and at that point I figured it was time to retire. I had hit the 20-year point
and I decided this was probably enough. I enjoyed every minute of it. But I had kids in high
school, and you know the cycles; if you make captain (O-6) you go back to sea, and if you don’t
make captain you go back to sea. I figured I’d probably done enough. I had a very active career. I
spent a lot of time at sea.
Bill Dunn: You didn’t have much staff work?
Terry McKearney: What you call staff work we call shore duty, and I didn’t do a lot of that. Even
the time that I was Director of Training, I was always out doing evaluations of exercises, or getting
sent to Somalia. I figured I had a pretty good run and it was time to go do something else anyway,
so I retired at that point.
Bob Sheldon: Let’s look at your transition into civilian life.
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Terry McKearney: I retired in October 1993, which was just over 20 years of service. I retired in
San Diego. At that time I gave my wife, who is a Washington, DC, native, the option to go back to
Washington or stay in San Diego. Washington would have made some economic sense because of
the ability to continue to work in the defense industry. Quite to my surprise, she said, “Let’s stay
in San Diego.”
At the time she was just beginning her career as a school administrator and that certainly fit
into the decision to retire, and give her a chance to pursue her career, so she decided she wanted
to stay in San Diego. That also helped from the kids’ perspective; the kids were the other reason
we wanted to retire. I could stay with the kids through their high school experience and I wouldn’t
have to be gone. I had been gone a lot the last couple of years before that, so it was the parenting
that was part of that decision.
I retired and started to look for a job in the defense industry. Not unlike now, it was a little bit
tough right then, peace dividend and so forth. But I finally hired on with Erv Kapos, FS. I didn’t
really know at the time who Erv Kapos was or what Erv Kapos did. I knew he, and his company,
was doing some C2 analysis work out at Space and Naval Warfare Systems Command (SPAWAR)
Systems Center Pacific.
I found Kapos Associates were a bunch of retired guys like me, some with very strong academic
OR backgrounds; others were practitioners. I went to work for them in San Diego and started
working on C2 issues. The first issues that we looked at had to do with joint C2. The last couple of
years in the Navy I had spent thinking a lot about joint C2 from the component commander all the
way through the JTF commander and then into the theater commander level. I was particularly
attuned to the issues relative to the JTF commander at that point in time and that happened to be
something that SPAWAR Systems Center Pacific was looking into. About this time, the military
really began to emphasize the deployment of forces as JTFs or joint force packages of about that
size. Plus, I had just come off the Somalia experience being the Navy’s JTF staff planner. I under-
stood that tier 3 level. That got me into the Kapos world and here I was, back in OR again after
saying I’m not going to be an OR person.
Bob Sheldon: When you were looking at C2, were you looking at a specific scenario like Somalia
or at a generic scenario?
Terry McKearney: More at the generic, looking at C2 requirements for the JTF. I knew from my
experience that JTFs are going to be pickup games. You’re going to be deploying folks with a
pickup staff. There were two levels of need. One was the technical—we needed to look at how you
build the communications infrastructure that a JTF commander may need.
The thing I was very attuned to was that we were going to be operating in austere environments
such as, or even worse than, Somalia. In Somalia, the commander of First Marine Expeditionary
Force (I MEF), a three-star Marine general, was called on to be the JTF commander.
The second level of need came from the fact that the JTF will be made up of forces thrown to-
gether and not trained as a single force. Evolving out of that, the work we were doing in San
Diego for Kapos was working with Navy Pacific Fleet (PACFLT) and US Pacific Command
(PACOM) with these same questions: What kind of C2 assets do I need, and how do I teach people
to use these kinds of assets when we fight as a joint force?
Bob Sheldon: Who was your government customer?
Terry McKearney: The government customers were primarily PACFLT and PACOM, although
we were working a lot of the time with assets that were being developed through SPAWAR
Systems Center Pacific. But our relationship was particularly good with the operational
commanders in the Pacific, since we were on the West Coast.
Bob Sheldon: How long was a typical C2 study you worked on?
Terry McKearney: I’ll say three years, but the studies depend on what kind of support you’re
providing. When we were doing things that were directly related to what the PACOM theater
commander or the PACFLT commander wanted, then we would be looking at the sort of assets
that they needed, and that study would last maybe a year or so. We also started working on
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Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrations (ACTDs) and similar initiatives that aim to put
new technologies in the warfighters’ hands quickly.
Of course the debate as to how to do this still goes on. In those days, we had advanced technol-
ogy demonstrations (ATDs) and ACTDs; now we have joint capabilities technology demonstra-
tions (JCTDs), but they’re the same sort of thing. How do we take technology that’s off-the-shelf
and inject it into the fleet in an abbreviated acquisition process that’s not really in the Federal
Acquisition Regulation (FAR)? That was very exciting; one because of the issue, but also trying to
develop the right approach to evaluating these tools.
What we found, particularly working with the ACTDs, is you need to take the technology, the
business process (the command process, if you will), and the people and get them all working to-
gether to get this new technology injected into the field or the fleet. One of the things that was
very difficult to get across, and I may be overstating it making it a little dramatic, was working
with the technology guys. Here come these guys with new technology, a research and develop-
ment (R&D) agency, Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), Office of Naval
Research (ONR), or Air Force Research Laboratory, with this great idea but they don’t have a good
understanding of the operational environment.
Collaborative technology was a prime example. How do we set up a collaborative environment
that will persist through the JTF structure up to the theater commander? The advantage of being
able to collaborate on a real-time basis and do collaborative planning is obvious. But when you
inject that into a military organization, one of the things you find is that it begins to alter the com-
mand process of the organization and there are implications for that relative to culture and roles
and responsibilities. All of a sudden you’ve got people at the senior command level one-on-one in
real time looking at the same information as people at the lower level. The way we manage the
military planning process, from an organizational perspective, is very hierarchical. That began to
change as we introduced some of these collaborative tools into the planning process.
Let me give you an example. We were working on a technology project called the Adaptive
Course of Action (ACOA) planning system and it was an ACTD, ONR funded, sponsored on the
operational side by PACOM. The director of Crisis Action Planning at PACOM really liked this
new system.
The basic framework of this tool was to use a metaphor of rooms where you had a planning
room and in your planning room you could have the theater commander, the JTF commander,
and the JTF component commanders. The technology allows you to do things like collaborate
across those rooms with chat and to drop documents in that room all in a real-time basis. The tech-
nology developers understood the theory of collaboration, but we at Kapos developed the concept
of operations for using the technology in a JTF structure. From an OR perspective, we developed a
strawman concept of operations (CONOPS) and we did the assessment, evaluating that opera-
tional concept quantitatively.
We took ACOA to sea on the USS Blue Ridge during an exercise out in WESTPAC, and I went
out to do the evaluation. The JTF was the 7th Fleet commander, again, another pickup team. So the
7th Fleet commander is now a JTF commander. The 7th Fleet staff happened to have a pretty sharp
Marine colonel. Marines are always well trained in the planning processes, so he got the big pic-
ture that he was now the JTF J-5, not just an N-5. He was a bit reluctant to have us test ACOA dur-
ing his exercise, but he put us in the back corner of the planning cell on the Blue Ridge and gave us
a lieutenant commander to work with.
We were with the JTF commander’s crisis action team (CAT) as they planned their operation.
They’d meet according to their battle rhythm with the goal of publishing the draft operations
order (OPORD) for the operation. So here’s an interesting problem: the PACOM theater com-
mander has to issue the OPORD and he needs 7th Fleet’s help in developing the document. The
issue is how do we get the dialogue back and forth on the OPORD in a timely fashion? If you do
that with the message system, the message train just bogs down as the exercise heats up.
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PACOM wrote a draft of the OPORD and put it in the ACOA room. We had it back in our little
ACOA cell while the J-5 was pulling his hair out trying to get it through official message channels.
I finally said, “We have it back here.” The colonel realized that his lieutenant commander was
communicating directly with the CAT officer in charge, back in PACOM, and they’re sending
documents back and forth. We knew we made an impression because by the third day of the exer-
cise the admiral was getting a regular briefing on the status of ACOA along with his other critical
systems.
Did ACOA go anywhere? No, because of our acquisition system. At the end of the exercise the
money went away—it was R&D money (6.3 prototype development money, per the official desig-
nation)—and it ran out. So the official programmatic attitude was, “Sorry, I know you guys love it,
but we have no money, no chance.”
We actually wrote a novel at one point at Kapos Associates, called War in the 21st Century; I
know, a bit cheesy. I was lead for this and it was intended to provide a readable, visionary look at
how new information technologies could transform C2 and operations.
We wrote it for DARPA and it had characters and several plotlines. It was set in 2012. We had
chapters where we were chasing a Chinese submarine. We had something go wrong on Timor
and, of course, six months later in the real world, Timor erupted.
Bob Sheldon: What was your next big project?
Terry McKearney: We worked on a series of similar C2 projects, and it’s remained pretty much
my focus throughout my civilian career. If there’s a lesson to be learned in this, it’s that any loca-
tion is going to have its own business area for the most part, and in San Diego it’s pretty much C2.
I worked for Erv Kapos until he sold the company in 2000, and in 2001 I went out on my own. I
wasn’t happy with the way the new company was going. Erv Kapos’ firm was very special: Only
35 of us, senior guys, older guys, some traditional OR guys, others more from the policy, political,
and political/military (Pol/Mil) area. Everybody worked together to do really good, sound analy-
sis that was focused on the problem, and we worked for primarily senior-level decision makers.
When it came time for Erv to move on, he sold it to a company that was developing out of a con-
sortium of smaller companies, and somehow we didn’t fit well into the culture of that group. I
think the larger lesson is that in business, particularly when you live in this age of mergers and
acquisitions and people trying to cobble together big groups from little groups, there is still a cul-
ture, an ethos, and a focus that the smaller guys bring that can be very easily lost as you try to ag-
gregate businesses. I was not happy with that and I said, “I’m just not going to do this. I’m going
to go off on my own.” And I did.
For a couple of years I did independent consulting that was directly related to the work we’d
been doing with these ACTDs. DARPA and ONR projects directly flowed from that, and it was
very easy to pick up some pretty good consulting work for a couple of years. In 2003–2004, I
wanted to move to the next level, which was to hang out the shingle and hire a couple of people
and broaden it, so that’s when I formed The Ranger Group (TRG). TRG was then, and is now,
myself and a couple of friends. We are still primarily focused on C2.
As a small company, it’s very hard to enlarge yourself and from my perspective, given my age
and where I am in life, I’m not looking to expand. I also think that from an OR business perspec-
tive, being small has an advantage. One of the things I think you have to do in an OR business is
to know when to say no and when to not go on. One thing we have never done is tied ourselves to
a product. We’ve worked for people who wanted us to evaluate products, but we’ve always main-
tained our position as analysts, not advocates.
It’s always allowed us to be free, to be intellectually independent, and I think that’s something
that OR folks need to maintain. It’s that independence you talk about, and we have been able to
do that.
Bob Sheldon: Let me back up. Do you have any comments about working with Erv Kapos?
Terry McKearney: You always look to those people who have been the most influential in your
life, and he is certainly one of them. At the very basic level, he hired me and I needed a job. But
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beyond that, Erv has been around analysis for a long time. He is one of the original Operations
Evaluation Group guys and Erv has a tremendous understanding of the way the military, the
Navy particularly, has evolved and he has a very good understanding of the personalities. One of
the things you learn from Erv Kapos is his ability to establish relationships with commanders and
understand what the commanders’ needs are and how you can work to support them. If you think
back to what I was just saying about our work with these C2 systems, it is oriented around what
the commander needs.
Very importantly, we’re not worried about how well the electrons flow; we’re worried about
how well the flow of electrons supports that decision-making process. I learned that from him. Erv
is very demanding in the particulars of his work. When he produced a product, it had to be well
thought out, well written, and rigorous; he was brutal in that assessment. You’d get it back
marked up and it was just absolutely enlightening. But also, Erv is a gentleman and Erv embodies
the John Henry (Cardinal) Newman rule: “It is almost the definition of a gentleman to say that he
is one who never inflicts pain.”
Erv always could be gracious about people. If there was anything bad to be said, it would be
said behind closed doors. In the analysis business, you need to learn how to communicate. One of
the terms that I learned from Dave Walsh, my supervisor at Kapos Associates, was to avoid “anal-
ysis with a sneer.” As an analyst, it can be very easy to be cynical about everything and to be cyni-
cal as a spring-loaded position. We as professionals need to fight against that.
Bob Sheldon: Avoid analysis with a sneer? Who said that?
Terry McKearney: Dave Walsh was the one who taught it to me.
Bob Sheldon: Talk about Dave Walsh a little bit more.
Terry McKearney: Dave is an NPS OR grad. He’s about eight or nine years older than I am and a
retired surface warfare officer with experience at Naval Operations (OPNAV). He’d been Erv’s
first hire in San Diego. He built the office that at one time was up to about 10 people. Dave was the
guy who recruited me for Erv. Dave was the office manager in San Diego, but again it was a very
collegial environment. We all knew the people back in DC that worked for Erv at the main office
and we had a good relationship with them. It was a very good environment. Erv knew how impor-
tant families were to us, and my wife just loves Erv. She sat next to him the other night at the din-
ner and they were just chatting away because he always remembered to include our families. That
was his style of leadership.
Dave was a good boss because he too understood how to be rigorous, complete, and articulate.
To make sure that your analysis is in keeping with the notion of driving the problem forward, you
have to stand up and be the “black hat.” Make sure that you’re not alienating the rest of the enter-
prise by your attitude as an analyst.
Alienation can be very easy to do as an analyst. We can become, I’ll use the term “self-right-
eous,” but I think it’s a self-righteousness that is based on our professional approach and the real-
ization that you still are part of that larger enterprise or you’re supporting a larger enterprise. So
as you analyze, also communicate. People may not want to hear what you have to say, and you
have to say it upfront, but make sure that you’re not communicating in such a way that you alien-
ate everybody and that you’re not cynical.
When you leave behind your report or your final impressions or findings, make sure that
you’ve got them focused on the right elements of what you’ve analyzed. You can very easily allow
a detailed analysis to get off the mark and not be of value to the decision maker because it doesn’t
put things in the right order or the right context. At Kapos Associates, we understood the impor-
tance of focusing on the right issue and managed to produce analysis that looked at the total prob-
lem. We focused on those things that were really the important things for the decision maker to
understand and avoided that “analysis with a sneer.” I think that’s a particular point I’d make to
young analysts as well, especially while they’re deployed.
Bob Sheldon: Let’s backtrack. Tell us how you first got involved with MORS.
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Terry McKearney: I don’t remember what planted the seed. Sometime within the first few years
of working for Erv Kapos, I found out about MORS. The first thing I really did was help out in
Working Group (WG) 13, which was then the Littoral Maritime Operations WG.
Bob Sheldon: What year was that?
Terry McKearney: It had to be somewhere around 1996–1997. I don’t remember if I presented
one year or not. I was asked by Jeff Cares, a friend of mine, if I would help out and be his WG co-
chair. So I did and that’s essentially how I got started.
Bob Sheldon: Where was your first MORS Symposium (MORSS)?
Terry McKearney: I think the first one I went to was at West Point, but I just don’t remember.
I was the co-chair for WG 13 for one year; then I became the chair for two years. John Ferguson,
who was the Composite Group (CG) C chair, asked or recommended me to be his replacement
Composite Group C chair, and I did that for a couple of years. Within that time frame I also got a
little bit more involved in the Publication Committee, and during those first couple of years I
helped edit special meeting reports. One of the challenges we had with special meetings is they
generate a lot of paper and they need to be beaten into shape; maybe my English background
came in handy and I helped edit them. I did that for a couple years as a committee member. This
was all remote from San Diego, of course. Then somewhere in there I helped on the Prize
Committee. Sue Iwanski, FS, was the chair and I wound up coordinating the voting. I put together
the spreadsheet that we used to vote for the Barchi. That was a massive undertaking, and I have a
lot of sympathy for the Barchi prize process now. You could be reading about 20 papers and vot-
ing on them. I don’t know how we did it in the days before Excel, because once we got the process
squared away in Excel, it was pretty straightforward to get everybody’s vote and tally it up. I did
that and then we’d discuss it and we’d say, “Here’s the rankings” and make a recommendation. I
did that at the same time I was doing WG 13 and then CG C.
I’d like to talk a little bit about CGs. I inherited CG C from John Ferguson. His approach was to
have the CG chair really lead the WGs within it. At that time CG C had land, air, expeditionary
strike, special operations, and campaign analysis. I felt—and I think we need to maybe reinforce
this—that the CG chair should really help manage the WGs. I’m not saying that CG chairs ought
to approve every abstract of all the WGs that are under their care, but they ought to do two things.
One, they ought to help make sure that the WG chairs are making their dates. Not so much
because the dates are important, because we always get through the dates; but really making sure
that if there’s a problem getting abstracts in, we identify the problem early and help by abstract
swapping and management. I’m concerned a little bit that the automated system—which I really
pushed for when I was CG chair—maybe makes it hard for the chair to get involved because
you’re not manually passing these abstracts around.
The other thing the CG chair should do is the CG session. The CG gets one 90-minute session at
the symposium and the CG chair really ought to make an effort to put together a program for
those 90 minutes that truly integrates and reflects the subject of the CG. CG C was joint, so what I
did was invite analysts from each of the combatant commands (COCOMs) to participate in a 90-
minute forum discussing their problems—what they were doing in analysis and what their analy-
sis needs were. For example, Lynda Jaques was the lead analyst at PACOM at that time. She pre-
sented a couple of slides about what’s going on in PACOM from an analytical perspective. The
other COCOM representatives would do the same. I would have six, seven, or eight of the
COCOMs represented. Those were better days for funding, but those guys and gals were very,
very eager to come and talk to the community. And we really filled the room. I think we really
need to get the CGs to be more overarching in their use of the time that’s allotted them as a CG.
I was a CG chair for a couple of years and then I became the WG coordinator, and eventually
the program chair, for the 76th MORS Symposium (MORSS). It was at Coast Guard and Jack
Keane, FS, was the President then. It was the first year we had Department of Homeland Security
(DHS) sponsorship and Jack prevailed upon the DHS to let us use the Coast Guard Academy. It
was interesting because it was an unknown quantity.
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We know how tough it is, logistically and operationally, to do the annual symposium. We had
to spend a little bit of extra time working with the Coast Guard to make sure that we could do the
symposium at their academy. We pulled it off and I thought we had a really good symposium
there. We tied it to the larger issues facing us and we realized that homeland defense, represented
by the things that DHS does, and the things that the Coast Guard does, are very much part of
what we have traditionally thought military OR should cover. We need to be leaders in making
that case.
I think if you look at what’s happening at the symposium and the special meetings now, we do
see more and more involvement with DHS. These issues add a new dimension and a new burden
on us in the OR community. We need to address them and see them as within our domain. Doing
the first symposium at the Coast Guard Academy certainly emphasized that. I think the way our
symposium structure has evolved is emphasizing that as well.
I was the WG/CG coordinator in 2004 when I was elected to the MORS Board of Directors.
Bob Sheldon: Who was your MORS mentor?
Terry McKearney: John Ferguson. John got me elected, and I’m very grateful to John for doing
that. He’s also the guy who got me involved as the CG chair and the WG coordinator as well. So it
was John who got me pushed onto the Board, to that level of leadership within MORS.
Bob Sheldon: You did prize evaluations your first year on the Board, as everyone does?
Terry McKearney: That was when I did the prize evaluation. I enjoyed doing the prize evaluation
because I thought it was pretty important.
Bob Sheldon: What committees did you work into your second and third year on the Board?
Terry McKearney: The Management Committee became the committee that I focused on.
I was still in the symposium track. As you know, once you get in the Meeting Operations track
or the Member and Societal Services track on the Board, you’re pretty locked into that. But you
have to do something else and I picked the Finance and Management track. The Vice Presidents of
Finance and Management (VPFMs) during my tenure were Don Bates and Joe Bonnet. I was ulti-
mately elected VPFM, but I went up through the symposium chain. As I just said, I was the pro-
gram chair for the 76th MORSS and the year after (2008) I was elected VPFM.
Bob Sheldon: What were the tough issues you tackled as a VPFM?
Terry McKearney: We had gone through that 2006 cataclysmic reinterpretation of the ethics find-
ing that led Brian Engler, FS (Executive VP [EVP] at the time) to not charge attendance for the sym-
posium and to pay its cost only from our government contract. Accordingly, our reserves really
dropped to zero. That was something we had to fix, but the one thing I wanted to do as VPFM
was to redo the way we did our charge accounts because it didn’t make any sense to me.
Remember, I’m bringing a business mentality to it, and I realized we had an accounting system
that didn’t do a couple of things that we needed to do. It didn’t allow us to track the actual costs of
our revenue generators or our expenses.
You look at what MORS does in business areas, which are the meetings, the symposium, the
publications and the books, etc. Those were easy to do because you can price a book based on how
much it costs to produce it. But it was difficult to trace costs directly associated with the contract.
It was fortuitous that Krista Paternostro was hired in 2008 as our new EVP—later Chief Executive
Officer (CEO). Coming from the not-for-profit world, outside MORS, as she did, she brought that
fresh look in regard to accounting principles and she agreed with my thinking as to splitting our
budgeting into cost centers. She looked at the way we had been doing the expense sheet and she
understood my concerns.
Part of the problem was we had fallen into a trap of talking about money, particularly revenue
money, as either societal money or contract money. So we have this contract with the Sponsors
and that contract value is some number, which when I started was about a third of our total reve-
nue. But categorization of that money as either contract money or societal money led us to some
really bad thoughts about things or it took our thinking in a direction that didn’t make sense from
an accounting perspective.
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I just said we had this big issue about MORS and money and what MORS gets paid for. The fact
of the matter is that the contract that we have with the government is for specific things; it’s a task
order contract and the statement of work (SOW) says to do things and then you can charge for
doing them. Labor is the biggest charge, just like it is in almost any services business. The contract
is written as a cost-plus contract, but it works like a time and material contract; every hour of labor
has to be charged to something that the SOW says we have to do, security being the biggest. The
Sponsors want us to do security so we can run classified meetings, and when we’re doing a classi-
fied meeting, we can charge that security to the contract in terms of labor.
So that was being done, but we weren’t reflecting specific expenses on a project-by-project basis.
We set about doing that and we’re still in the process of refining that cost center model. Revenues
come in from the government under the contract, in registration fees, book sales, and so forth. By
doing this, you get rid of this notion of societal money and contract money. You just come up with
money. That’s what we have to deal with and that’s the way we need to be looking at our finances,
and I think we’ve gotten much better at that now.
Bob Sheldon: Was the transition from Brian Engler to Krista during your VPFM year?
Terry McKearney: Yes, when I took over as VPFM, Krista came in and took over right after the
76th MORSS when I was program chair. I went from being program chair that summer to being
VPFM.
Bob Sheldon: After VPFM, what was your next elected position?
Terry McKearney: I ran for President-Elect and I was elected.
Bob Sheldon: Did anything exciting happen during your President-Elect year?
Terry McKearney: Not too much because during my VPFM year we had to redo the contract and
that was a bit of a struggle. Luckily Mike Kwinn, FS, our President that year, was in the DC area
so he was right on site as the President and he and Krista were able to put the new contract in
place.
As President-Elect, you’re like the lady-in-waiting, you’re watching. The one thing I wanted to
do as President-Elect was to initiate a process of strategic planning. The President-Elect is the chair
of the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC), and the SPC is made up of all the members of the
Executive Council (EC). Mike Kwinn had written the strategic plan, the five-year plan. We put a
lot of debate into that but accepted it. By the time I became the President-Elect, it had been in place
for two years or so. I didn’t think it was going anywhere; I thought we had passed it and put it on
the shelf.
I’ve been involved in enough strategic plans in other organizations that I know that’s not
uncommon. We worked very hard at the strategic plan, we felt good about passing it, and then we
put it aside. As the President-Elect and the Strategic Planning chair and the guy who was going to
be the President the next year, I didn’t like that. The one thing that we needed to do, I felt, was to
get the individual VPs and their areas involved in strategic planning. In that way, we would have
a strategic plan and we would have an operational plan. When you take over as a VP, the commit-
tee chairs underneath you need to set about writing tactical plans so that you can execute the year
quickly, but also in a strategic manner so you’re supporting the larger goals down the road.
We didn’t have a process for doing that. Usually by the time you become a VP, you’ve been
around long enough to know what you do. If you become the VP for Meeting Operations (VPMO)
you know how the symposium is being run and it runs pretty much on autopilot. We’re starting
the process now for running the 81st MORSS. We had a kickoff meeting this morning; we’ve done
that historically. We’ll talk to the WG chairs about it today at 3:30 p.m. That’s the way it’ll go, it’ll
move forward. The formulaic nature of that is good in its continuity. However, it makes it very
tough for things new to happen and that’s true, I think, with all of our efforts, from budgeting
right on down.
I wanted to have a process that made the committee chairs look ahead, do a plan, and imple-
ment that plan. The hard part about that is you don’t have much time to do it. We elect our new
VPs in June and by September things are in full swing again because usually we have workshops
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and meetings during this period. I got a couple of other people on the SPC, other than the EC,
because EC doesn’t sit and plan. They’re the oversight. I understand why they are nominally the
members of the SPC and that’s not a bad thing, but we needed a few more worker bees that could
help us put this process together. Bob Koury was one of them and Bob agreed to flesh out a pro-
cess that we could use to rapidly plan for the next year: Set down initiatives, look at the strategic
plan (the five-year plan), take those and implement, and design things to implement from them
that would happen once you took over.
Bob worked on that for the better part of the year that I was President-Elect. I give him the
credit for writing a strategic planning process, the goal of which was to have it ready by the time I
took over as President. One of the things that it stipulated is identifying goals and identifying com-
mittee chairs in the spring. Granted we couldn’t do that completely, but for the most part we
could. We’d start a planning process in the spring before we actually got to the symposium and
elected the new officers; then the rest of the summer we’d have the new officers lead a follow-up
effort so that by September you had a plan that was executable for the rest of the year. This is what
all the individual committees are going to do for the rest of the year—to work toward implementa-
tion of the strategic plan.
September was important for two reasons. In September we have to be in the middle of our
budgeting process and a plan without money doesn’t mean anything. One of the things that both-
ered me, back in my VPFM days, was the way we did the accounting. The reason I wanted to do
cost centers was because there was no accountability down through the committees and the execu-
tors of MORS activities with money. We had developed this philosophy that the Finance
Committee is the only one that worries about money. It was almost an untouchable subject to talk
about money. For example, the Finance Committee sets the cost once a year for special meetings;
we still do this and we have to change. The VPMO and the special meeting chair don’t have any-
thing to do with funding for his or her event. That’s not right. I’m in several nonprofit organiza-
tions and in every one of those, when we sit down to plan an event, the money is up front and
everybody’s aware of it. I don’t care if it is our parish church planning our Gala, or our National
Defense Industrial Association (NDIA) Chapter putting on our annual conference. You can’t make
decisions while putting money in a vacuum. So that’s part of the reason why I wanted to go to this
cost center concept. Make each of the VPs and their committees somewhat responsible for the
money; not directly, because that was always going to be the CEO’s function, but have the VPs
and committees involved in the budgeting process.
That’s why I wanted our strategic planning process to be linked to the September timeframe. If
you don’t get it done in September, you’re not going to have any opportunity to make significant
changes, you’re just rolling down the road. Today, Mike Garrambone took over and set down his
objectives. We have to have some process for getting those things done and it was frustrating to
me that we didn’t. We built this process and we tried to implement it as I took over as President
and frankly weren’t able to, but I think it helped start the discussion about strategic planning.
We’ve hired a facilitator to help us look at our organization and goals and that’s a good thing.
We’re getting a new strategic plan built with a lot more buy-in at the grass roots level within the
Board and I think we will be able to get some things moving down the road relative to that plan-
ning process.
Bob Sheldon: Let’s talk about your transition to being President. You were President last year at
Monterey.
Terry McKearney: I took over the year before at Fort Leavenworth.
Bob Sheldon: What other important events happened during your year as President?
Terry McKearney: The finances and working with the contract remained a constant. Krista was
very involved as the CEO doing that and it was an ongoing concern; we’ve seen the value of the
contract drop annually and while it used to provide one third of our required revenue, it’s now
furnishing only about a quarter of that. I think I had a very good year as President. I’m certainly
not saying I did great things, but I had a year that I thought was very non-crisis or at least very
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smooth. The things that I’m most happy about with that year are, one, we had some pretty good
special meetings. I take a little bit of credit for the special meeting topics because I had to decide
on those topics and present them to the Sponsors back in December while I was still President-
Elect. I thought we had a pretty good slate of special meetings. We had a Social Sciences Use of
OR meeting, which was very good. We had a Maritime Domain Awareness (MDA) II meeting in
San Diego and I have to admit, I was the one who insisted on that. It wasn’t as financially lucrative
as we had hoped, but it was okay. It survived and it was good to go to a new location.
The second thing I’m happy about in my year was that I established a pretty good working rela-
tionship with the Sponsors. I think that’s because I went in to see them and had a good dialogue
with them. That was important because money was beginning to be an issue then; you could see
the handwriting on the wall. I had a good relationship with the Sponsors, and I wanted more
Sponsor involvement. I wanted to see more contact between the Sponsors and the members
because the Sponsors represent the ultimate customers for OR in support of national defense.
We’re trying to serve them. Along with this is the sense that we should be mentoring the members
of the profession, and I feel strongly about the Society’s role in this.
In fact, my theme was “The Next Generation of National Security Analysts.” I wanted to
emphasize that theme and I think we’ve created a little bit of a shift in that in the Society’s tone.
Maybe 10 or 15 years ago, MORS was seen more as just a group that put on meetings and followed
the lead of the Sponsors in addressing topics. I think MORS needs to be seen as well as an organi-
zation for individual members. My interpretation of that, as President, was to bring together the
Sponsors, the leaders of the community, with the members of the community.
One of the things we did in December, in conjunction with the Board meeting, was what we
called a leadership forum. We were able to charge this to the contract because it was completely
consistent with the goals of the contract. We went downtown to the Washington Convention
Center, hired a room, and for half the day we did a session that included a dialogue with the
Sponsors. We invited each of the Sponsors to get up and talk to the community and we invited
people to come in, particularly the younger folks. The Sponsors talked about what they saw as the
needs of the community.
The only times the Sponsors talk to the members are if they put an article in Phalanx, special
meetings, or the hot topic sessions here at the symposium. We need to have more dialogue with
the Sponsors, member to Sponsor. The other thing that we got the Sponsors to do is mentoring,
part of career development. On the afternoon of that event the Sponsors actually came down,
stood in a booth, and met with the individual members as they came by. And they could talk
about career development; in fact, some of them collected résumés from members. Obviously if
you’re a member going to career development, your goal is to find a job; but even just the process
of having somebody from one of the Sponsors’ offices meet with analysts and talk to them about it
was good. Maybe they don’t get them a job, but they can at least talk a little bit about the
Sponsor’s career or their own career or whatever. I was very gratified that the Sponsors supported
that, so I was really happy.
We had the Education and Professional Development (EPD) Colloquium at the Virginia
Military Institute (VMI) that year. VMI was maybe a difficult venue to get to, so attendance wasn’t
as good. But we did have the usual suspects from each of the academies and some other individu-
als came. There we did the first of what we now call speed mentoring. I wanted to do a similar
thing having the Sponsors in a booth but didn’t have enough participation, really, to make that
happen; it was a little more intimate group. So we had the Sponsors sit at a table with a handful of
students—about eight or nine students. Each of the Sponsors spent about 20 minutes talking to
each group and they’d rotate around and we’d mix up the groups. Again I think the Sponsors
responded to that. That was an emphasis that I had and I’m glad to see that we’re continuing it,
refining it, and doing it better. We did a much better EPD this year—more people and better speed
mentoring. I’m glad to see that continue because I really feel that it’s an important thing that
MORS should be able to do. Your year as President goes fast.
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Bob Sheldon: Culminating in the symposium at Monterey.
Terry McKearney: Yes, and Monterey was a very successful symposium, I think, in terms of
numbers and we did some good things there. We had a very good venue and went to the aquar-
ium for the social event and that all worked out. I won’t take a lot of credit for that, I just enjoyed
it. I will tell you the one thing that I failed at was the education foundation. That was a very tough
proposition. I had some very good people, under Mike Kwinn’s leadership, put together a very
good plan for it and that plan is still there. Our problem was that the Sponsors had some doubts
about it, and we were not able to resolve them. Those doubts needed to be vetted through the law-
yers in time for my term to be up. I still think we need an education foundation. Now legally,
strictly by the limits of the law, we probably don’t need one because we’re already a 501(C)3; but
the Sponsors are very concerned about the propriety of having MORS take money from them and
give scholarships.
I’m going to dedicate this next year to working with Susan Reardon, our new CEO, who’s very
good at foundations. We need a foundation for two reasons. First, we have a moral obligation, as a
society, to do education for our members. The second reason is the practical one, that we need a
foundation to support education efforts through fundraising and disbursements. So that’s unfin-
ished, in my mind.
I think the landscape may have changed a little bit now because of the different relationship
with the Sponsors. Maybe we don’t have to do the foundation the same way we did, but we have
a good plan for it, and I want to execute it because I think we need to be in the education business.
One of the things I didn’t mention was tutorials. When I took over we were doing tutorials, and
one of the things I insisted on is that we start doing tutorials that gave continuing education units
(CEUs). I got Andy Loerch, FS, on board and we actually did it at Monterey. We may have done it
at Leavenworth also, but certainly at Monterey and we’re doing one here. I’m very glad I was able
to get that point across and now we’ve got everybody doing short courses and CEU-granting
events. Education and training is something we ought to develop as a business area.
Bob Sheldon: Is that a net cost of zero to MORS because they charge for it?
Terry McKearney: It’s a zero right now. We maybe even make a little bit because of the way we
have to charge for materials. I think we ought to furnish education; that’s a broad way of putting
it, but certainly we should provide our members with the opportunity to grow educationally. We
now do tutorials at all of the special meetings and they’re becoming increasingly popular. If you
look at the way the tutorials worked out this year, my impression is we had more people showing
up at the symposium on Monday to do the tutorials and the short courses. It used to be people
didn’t show up until Tuesday morning and that was the big day. Now you see them coming in on
Monday. Look at that mixer we had on Monday night. That used to be just a little affair for who-
ever was hanging around; this year that room was packed.
Monday at the symposium has become very much an educational part of MORS. We’ve contin-
ued this model with the first day at all the special meetings. I think that’s exactly what we need to
be doing. We need to refine that. Whether we do that through the foundation or whether we
do that through MORS itself, we have a role to play in education. I think we need the foundation
so that we can give away scholarships. All defense oriented professional societies are now looking
to give away scholarship money. I run the Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) program for our NDIA chapter in San Diego. I got a call today from a lady who works
with one of our members and does outreach with organizations. She had gotten a call from Ford,
who wants to give $20,000 worth of STEM scholarships in San Diego. MORS ought to be giving
away some scholarships as well. I’m somewhat upset that the Military Applications Society [now
Military and Security Society] was able to do it sooner because they’re under the Institute for
Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS) and already have the Seth Bonder
Scholarship. I wanted the Seth Bonder Scholarship to be a MORS scholarship, but we didn’t have
the foundation approved. I didn’t get that done.
Bob Sheldon: Let’s transition into your year as Immediate Past President (IPP).
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Terry McKearney: As IPP, I pretty much answered the phone for Trena and acted as father con-
fessor in some of the things that she was working on and gave her advice. She’s a smart lady,
didn’t need a lot, and we had a good relationship. I really wanted the IPP to not be in the way. I
chaired the January meeting on joint C2 and that wound up being my big MORS event. I have to
be very honest in saying after a full year as President of MORS, I needed to back off a little bit and
get back to business, so I did some of that.
Bob Sheldon: You put together a slate of officers. Was that easy to do?
Terry McKearney: We had an exceptional group of qualified candidates and you can look
through the roster of our officers and our Board members and see that we did. It was a joy to put
together that slate because we had a lot of people who were experienced. We also had a lot of new
people on board and one of our challenges from a personnel management perspective is that in
some years you’re going to have a lot of people who are all going to leave at once. One of the
things I have been trying to do is to get some of the junior people into increasingly visible posi-
tions. It was very easy and rewarding to put together the slate this year because we had a lot of
good people. I think we got a good group of officers out of it, so I’m pretty happy with that.
Bob Sheldon: Projecting into the future, most of our Past Presidents continue to be involved in
MORS. What kinds of MORS activities do you plan to be involved with in the near future?
Terry McKearney: The foundation is still there and I’m not going to let that one go away. The
other thing that we are doing is looking at our relationship with industry and I really have to take
my hat off to Susan on this. She understands that we need to have a better relationship with indus-
try. I’ve always felt that way and it’s something that’s very touchy with the Sponsors. Some of the
Sponsors’ financial positions being what they are, we can’t wait to engage industry. I’m very
involved in professional industry organizations and we need more corporate involvement in
MORS.
Corporate money is as green as anybody’s and we may need it as we’re looking at decreasing
revenues from the Sponsors and the increasing cost of business. I also feel we’re underpriced in
our meetings and symposium, and we need to look at that.
The business of OR for national security is not really much different from other industries that
serve the public sector. I don’t care if you’re building nuclear weapons or building bridges, there
is an involvement of somebody that’s got a “dot com” after their domain name and there’s nothing
wrong with that. Take a look at how many of the presentations given this week were done by peo-
ple working in industry. Industry is a partner in the business of OR. That has to be recognized not
only for the benefit of MORS, but also for the benefit of the overall profession. We haven’t gotten
there yet.
[The interview continued on June 20, 2017.]
Bob Sheldon: We finished your previous interview June 11, 2012, at the US Air Force Academy.
Let’s discuss your work (daytime job) from 2012 until the present.
Terry McKearney: My “day job” is running TRG, a small OR firm out of San Diego. I say, “out
of” San Diego because we often have to travel in our work and our usual clients have been DC-
based. However, we have stayed close to our roots in assessment, usually working for the Navy’s
C2 lab, the newly renamed Naval Information Warfare Center.
TRG’s work has been focused on C2 experimentation and the assessment of new C2 related
technologies for their suitability for employment in the fleet or at joint commands. We specialize
in working for Science and Technology (S&T) 6.2–6.3 efforts that are thought to be good for rapid
innovation. We help “take them to sea” and, in good OR fashion, assess how they perform in front
of the operators. As part of this we’re usually on the front end of CONOPS or Doctrine,
Organization, Training, Materiel, Leadership and Education, Personnel, Facilities and Policy
(DOTMLPF-P) efforts, which are needed should these new technologies have any hope of making
it into production.
Bob Sheldon: You have been diligently serving as the Phalanx editor since . . . it seems like for-
ever. How were you recruited? When did you start?
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Terry McKearney: My first issue as editor was June 2013. I got the job after a solicitation by the
staff looking for a new editor. The process was strictly applying for a job. I sent in a resume and I
was selected.
Bob Sheldon: What have been your biggest challenges as editor?
Terry McKearney: The hardest part is always getting the pieces put together at the last minute.
We have a terrific tech editor, Joan Taylor, and graphics editor, Mike Noonan, who really make
the magic work. My job is to edit the articles and determine if they’re ready and decide what goes
in or stays out of a particular issue.
Bob Sheldon: What are your thoughts about Jack Walker and what he did for Phalanx?
Terry McKearney: Jack brought the Phalanx from a newsletter of a few pages to a newsletter cum
forum for brief articles of professional interest. I still keep in mind that a good chunk of the maga-
zine is dedicated to membership items—upcoming events, member updates, etc. That was the tra-
dition established by Jack and something I still consider foremost in putting each issue together.
Bill Dunn: What else (besides Phalanx) have you done for MORS since 2012?
Terry McKearney: I co-chaired a special meeting on C2 shortly after having given up the presi-
dency and I’ve been a participant in the Wargaming Community of Practice. I’m also a member of
the Partners Committee (see comments below!), the Ethics Committee, and of course the
Publications Committee. Right now I’m looking forward to chairing an Ethics special session at
the Symposium. I’ve also participated in the Emerging Techniques Forum all three years it’s been
held and frequently the EPD.
Bill Dunn: It’s been five years since we conducted your oral history. You stated that you thought
MORS should continue to develop its relationships with industry. Do you think MORS has made
any progress with that?
Terry McKearney: Yes, via the Partners Program, whose committee I sit on, and of course, TRG is
a MORS Partner! The Partners Program allows industry, nonsponsor government agencies, and
Federally Funded Research and Development Centers/University Affiliated Research Centers to
contribute to MORS and come together to provide input to the Society’s leadership. In addition to
the financial contribution and commitment, the Partners Program gives voice to those providers of
OR services that the Sponsors rely on. If you look around at almost any MORS event, you’ll find
that most of the participants and practitioners have a “.com” after their email address. Industry
and those other partner categories are tremendously important to the conduct of national security
OR and we have unique viewpoints and needs that MORS should give voice to. I’m very pleased
that MORS now recognizes the contributions of industry and treats us with respect.
Bill Dunn: Comment about being elected a MORS Fellow. What Fellow-type duties or actions
have you undertaken? (I personally consider your dedication to Phalanx above-and-beyond the
call of duty.)
Terry McKearney: No question, the election as a Fellow is a very special and humbling thing. It’s
also a responsibility. I’m convinced that we’re looked upon as special by members and that makes
it important that we, in our dealings and actions as part of MORS, maintain a sort of professional
acumen and sense of responsibility. For my part, I have participated in all the Board of Directors
meetings as a special Fellows volunteer and stay active as indicated above. And, I think there
should be a more formal role for the Fellows in Society governance, although that’s a separate
topic.
Bill Dunn: What is keeping you busy these days?
Terry McKearney: In addition to the day job discussed earlier, I just finished a two-year term as
president of the San Diego NDIA chapter, and I sit on the national NDIA board of directors. I’m
also a regional VP for the International Test & Evaluation Association and a member of the Armed
Forces Communications & Electronics Association. Outside of the professional work, I’m a volun-
teer in school matters in San Diego and our parish.
And we have grandkids living about 10 minutes away!
Bill Dunn: What are your future plans and ambitions?
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Terry McKearney: That’s a tough one. I’m very happy doing what I am right now, but my wife
retired from the school system last year and that’s a hint that someday, sooner rather than later,
I’ll have to find a new direction. But MORS and this very important profession of ours will always
be part of what I do. In terms of MORS, I’m not going anywhere!
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